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The heartbreaking final volume in Sergio Pitol's
groundbreaking memoir-essay-fiction-hybrid Trilogy
of Memory, which won him the prestigious Cervantes
Prize, finds Pitol boldly and passionately weaving
fiction and autobiography together to tell of his life
lived through the written word as a way to stave off
the advancement of a degenerative neurological
condition causing him to lose the use of language.
In Mexico, as elsewhere, the national space, that
network of places where the people interact with
state institutions, is constantly changing. How it does
so, how it develops, is a historical process-a process
that Claudio Lomnitz exposes and investigates in
this book, which develops a distinct view of the
cultural politics of nation building in Mexico. Lomnitz
highlights the varied, evolving, and often conflicting
efforts that have been made by Mexicans over the
past two centuries to imagine, organize, represent,
and know their country, its relations with the wider
world, and its internal differences and inequalities.
Firmly based on particulars and committed to the
specificity of such thinking, this book also has broad
implications for how a theoretically informed history
can and should be done. An exploration of Mexican
national space by way of an analysis of nationalism,
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the public sphere, and knowledge production, Deep
Mexico, Silent Mexico brings an original perspective
to the dynamics of national cultural production on the
periphery. Its blending of theoretical innovation,
historical inquiry, and critical engagement provides a
new model for the writing of history and anthropology
in contemporary Mexico and beyond. Public Worlds
Series, volume 9
Rethinks the concepts of nation, imperialism, and
globalization by examining the everyday writing of
the newspaper chronicle and blog in Spain and Latin
America. In The Everyday Atlantic, Tania Gentic
offers a new understanding of the ways in which
individuals and communities perceive themselves in
the twentieth-century Atlantic world. She grounds her
study in first-time comparative readings of daily
newspaper texts, written in Spanish, Portuguese,
and Catalan. Known as chronicles, these everyday
literary writings are a precursor to the blog and
reveal the ephemerality of identity as it is
represented and received daily. Throughout the text
Gentic offers fresh readings of well-known and
lesser-known chroniclers (cronistas), including
Eugeni d’Ors (Catalonia), Germán Arciniegas
(Colombia), Clarice Lispector (Brazil), Carlos
Monsiváis (Mexico), and Brazilian blogger Ricardo
Noblat. While previous approaches to the Atlantic
have focused on geographical crossings by subjects,
Gentic highlights the everyday moments of reading
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and thought in which discourses of nation,
postcolonialism, and globalization come into conflict.
Critics have often evaluated in isolation how
ideology, ethics, affect, and the body inform identity;
however, Gentic skillfully combines these
approaches to demonstrate how the chronicle
exposes everyday representations of self and
community.
En este libro se retrata a aquellos que fundaron -a
través de películas, diálogos y canciones- la
sustancia indescriptible que fluye al ritmo de la vida.
Una crónica-ensayo de Carlos Monsivaís; un
autorretrato de una época a la que las leyendas
vuelven atemporal, anclada en el espacio de "lo
mexicano", donde intervienen el melodrama, la
comedia, los modelos de vida y de mala vida y, por
supuesto, las canciones, incesantes, un buen
número de ellas ya enraizadas en la vida cotidiana.
As the most popular mass spectator sport across the
world, soccer generates key moments of significance
on and off the field, encapsulated in events that
create metaphors and memories, with wider social,
cultural, psychological, political, commercial and
aesthetic implications. Since its inception as a
modern game, the history of soccer has been replete
with events that have changed the organization,
meanings and impact of the sport. The passage from
the club to the nation or from the local to the global
often opens up transnational spaces that provide a
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context for studying the events that have ‘defined’
the sport and its followers. Such defining events can
include sporting performances, decisions taken by
various stakeholders of the game, accidents and
violence among players and fans, and invention of
supporter cultures, among other things. The present
volume attempts to document, identify and analyse
some of the defining events in the history of soccer
from interdisciplinary and comparative perspectives.
It revisits the discourses of signification and
memorialization of such events that have influenced
society, culture, politics, religion, and commerce.
This book was originally published as a special issue
of the journal Soccer & Society.
Mexico's views of the United States have been
characterized as stridently anti-American, but recent
policy changes in Mexico mark a fundamental
transformation in the relationship. This thoughtful
and original work answers questions about the
impact of these policy shifts on Mexican nationalism
and perceptions of the United States. As the only
developing country to have entered into a free trade
agreement (NAFTA) with a developed country,
Mexico offers a unique and invaluable case study of
the impact of globalization on a nation and its
national identity. Exploring Mexico's experience also
allows us to consider how other countries perceive
the United States, especially in the post-9/11
climate. Analyzing the diversity of Mexican views of
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the United States, Gringolandia contributes a rich
and nuanced dimension to our understanding of
contemporary Mexico and Mexicans' feelings about
the vital cross-border relationship.
Performing Environmentalisms examines the
existential challenge of the twenty-first century:
improving the prospects for maintaining life on our
planet. The contributors focus on the strategic use of
traditional artistic expression--storytelling and songs,
crafted objects, and ceremonies and
rituals--performed during the social turmoil provoked
by environmental degradation and ecological
collapse. Highlighting alternative visions of what it
means to be human, the authors place performance
at the center of people's responses to the crises.
Such expression reinforces the agency of human
beings as they work, independently and together, to
address ecological dilemmas. The essays add these
people's critical perspectives--gained through
intimate struggle with life-altering force--to the global
dialogue surrounding humanity's response to climate
change, threats to biocultural diversity, and
environmental catastrophe. Interdisciplinary in
approach and wide-ranging in scope, Performing
Environmentalisms is an engaging look at the
merger of cultural expression and environmental
action on the front lines of today's global emergency.
Contributors: Aaron S. Allen, Eduardo S. Brondizio,
Assefa Tefera Dibaba, Rebecca Dirksen, Mary
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Hufford, John Holmes McDowell, Mark Pedelty,
Jennifer C. Post, Chie Sakakibara, Jeff Todd Titon,
Rory Turner, Lois Wilcken
Containing roughly 850 entries about Spanishlanguage literature throughout the world, this
expansive work provides coverage of the varied
countries, ethnicities, time periods, literary
movements, and genres of these writings. •
Contains roughly 850 A–Z entries related to Spanishlanguage literature and related topics throughout the
world, from the Middle Ages up to the present day •
Includes contributions from nearly 200 scholars from
the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia • Provides
bibliographies containing major English-language
print reference works, free electronic sources with
peer-reviewed information, major academic
websites, and well-established electronic journals •
Contains an extended glossary of literary and
cultural terms such as "subaltern" and basic cultural
features of Hispanic society, such as "el barrio" and
"Negrismo" • Includes a chronological appendix
containing entries organized by date
Drawing on a mix of political, economic, literary, and
filmic texts, Crisis Cultures challenges current
cultural histories of the neoliberal period by arguing
that financialization, and not just neoliberalism, has
been at the center of the dramatic transformations in
Latin American societies in the last thirty years.
Starting from political economic figures such as
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crisis, hyperinflation, credit, and circulation and
exemplary cultural texts, Whitener traces the
interactions between culture, finance, surplus
populations, and racialized state violence after 1982
in Mexico and Brazil. Crisis Cultures makes sense of
the emergence of new forms of exploitation and
terrifying police and militarized violence by tracking
the cultural and discursive forms, including real
abstraction and the favela and immaterial cadavers
and voided collectivities, that have emerged in the
complicated aftermath of the long downturn and
global turn to finance.
In Mexico, the participation of intellectuals in public
life has always been extraordinary, and for many the
price can be high. Highlighting prominent figures that
have made incursions into issues such as elections,
human rights, foreign policy, and the drug war, this
volume paints a picture of the ever-changing context
of Mexican intellectualism.
Mexico City is one of Latin America’s cultural
capitals, and one of the most vibrant urban spaces in
the world. The Mexico City Reader is an anthology of
"Cronicas"—short, hybrid texts that are part literary
essay, part urban reportage—about life in the capital.
This is not the "City of Palaces" of yesteryear, but
the vibrant, chaotic, anarchic urban space of
the1980s and 1990s—the city of garbage mafias,
necrophiliac artists, and kitschy millionaires. Like the
visitor wandering through the city streets, the reader
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will be constantly surprised by the visions
encountered in this mosaic of writings—a textual
space brimming with life and crowded with flâneurs,
flirtatious students, Indian dancers, food vendors,
fortune tellers, political activists, and peasant
protesters. The essays included in this anthology
were written by a panoply of writers, from well-known
authors like Carlos Monsiváis and Jorge
Ibagüengoitia to younger figures like Fabrizio Mejía
Madrid and Juieta García González, all of whom are
experienced practitioners of the city. The texts
collected in this anthology are among the most
striking examples of this concomitant "theory and
practice" of Mexico City, that most delirious of
megalopolises. “[An] exciting literary journey . .
.”—Carolyn Malloy, Multicultural Review
Si, además de la realidad, algo se opone a lo
uniforme, son las crónicas urbanas de personajes y
creencias. Así, por ejemplo, este auge de lo diverse
admite la convivencia, divertida o resignada,
contradictoria y complementaria, de Luis Miguel y el
Nin?o Fidencio, de El Santo, el enmascarado de
Plata, y el Metro, de Sting y los coleccionistas de
pintura virreinal. Lo antes mencionado, en un
sentido digamos que positive, apunta al caos: en
esta oportunidad no la alteración de las jerarquías
sino la gana de vivir como si las jerarquias no
estuviesen aquí, sobre uno y dentro de uno. Y el
caos (en el sentido de marejada del relajo y suefio
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de la trascendencia) usa también de esas fijezas en
el tumulto que llamamos rituales. Aunque no se
perciba, en las grandes ciudades las jerarquias se
mantienen rígidas y, al mismo tiempo, las jerarquías
pierden su lugar y se deshacen en la trampa de los
sentidos, en el embotellamiento de seres,
automóviles, pasiones, circunstancias. Y mientras
esto acontece, son los rituales, esa última etapa de
permanencia, los que insisten en la fluidez de lo
nacional. En la más intensa de las transformaciones
concebibles, las ceremonias, objeto de estas
crónicas, aportan las últimas pruebas de
continuidad.
Just as Mexican national life has come to center on
the sprawling, dynamic, almost indefinable
metropolis of Mexico City, so recent Mexican cinema
has focused on the city not merely as a setting for
films but almost as a protagonist in its own right,
whose conditions both create meaning for and
receive meaning from the human lives lived in its
midst. Through close readings of fourteen recent
critically acclaimed films, this book watches Mexican
cinema in this process of producing cultural meaning
through its creation, enaction, and interpretation of
the idea of Mexico City. David William Foster
analyzes how Mexican filmmakers have used
Mexico City as a vehicle for exploring such issues as
crime, living space, street life, youth culture, political
and police corruption, safety hazards, gender roles,
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and ethnic and social identities. The book is divided
into three sections. "Politics of the City" examines
the films Rojo amanecer, Novia que te vea, Frida,
naturaleza viva, and Sexo, pudor y lágrimas.
"Human Geographies" looks at El Callejón de los
Milagros, Mecánica nacional, El castillo de la pureza,
Todo el poder, and Lolo. "Mapping Gender"
discusses Danzón, De noche vienes, Esmeralda, La
tarea, Lola, and Entre Pancho Villa y una mujer
desnuda.
The cultural Cold War in Latin America was waged
as a war of values--artistic freedom versus
communitarianism, Western values versus national
cultures, the autonomy of art versus a commitment
to liberation struggles--and at a time when the
prestige of literature had never been higher. The
projects of the historic avant-garde were revitalized
by an anti-capitalist ethos and envisaged as the
opposite of the republican state. The Decline and
Fall of the Lettered City charts the conflicting
universals of this period, the clash between avantgarde and political vanguard. This was also a twilight
of literature at the threshold of the great cultural
revolution of the seventies and eighties, a revolution
to which the Cold War indirectly contributed. In the
eighties, civil war and military rule, together with the
rapid development of mass culture and
communication empires, changed the political and
cultural map. A long-awaited work by an eminent
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Latin Americanist widely read throughout the world,
this book will prove indispensable to anyone hoping
to understand Latin American literature and society.
Jean Franco guides the reader across minefields of
cultural debate and histories of highly polarized
struggle. Focusing on literary texts by Garcia
Marquez, Vargas Llosa, Roa Bastos, and Juan
Carlos Onetti, conducting us through this contested
history with the authority of an eyewitness, Franco
gives us an engaging overview as involving as it is
moving.
This vast three-volume Encyclopedia offers more
than 4000 entries on all aspects of the dynamic and
exciting contemporary cultures of Latin America and
the Caribbean. Its coverage is unparalleled with
more than 40 regions discussed and a time-span of
1920 to the present day. "Culture" is broadly defined
to include food, sport, religion, television, transport,
alongside architecture, dance, film, literature, music
and sculpture. The international team of contributors
include many who are based in Latin America and
the Caribbean making this the most essential,
authoritative and authentic Encyclopedia for anyone
studying Latin American and Caribbean studies. Key
features include: * over 4000 entries ranging from
extensive overview entries which provide context for
general issues to shorter, factual or biographical
pieces * articles followed by bibliographic references
which offer a starting point for further research *
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extensive cross-referencing and thematic and
regional contents lists direct users to relevant articles
and help map a route through the entries * a
comprehensive index provides further guidance.
This book studies the role of subterranean spaces in
literary works about Mexico City. It analyzes how
underground spaces such as the subway, the
sewage system, tunnels, crypts, and the subsoil
itself relate to the whole of the city in a body of works
published after 1985, the year of the deadliest
earthquake in the capitals history. The texts belong
to the most important genres in urban literature (the
novel, the short story, and the cronica) and
demonstrate the crucial role played by the
underground in contemporary imaginings of the
megalopolis, as it condenses and confronts the
tensions that run through them. This central idea is
developed through four analytical chapters focusing
on the political, ecological, historical, and aesthetic
dimension of subterranean imaginaries.
VOCES DE HISPANOAMÉRICA, the market-leading
anthology, features the most distinguished authors of SpanishAmerican literature from the pre-colonial period to the
present. Introductory essays and literary selections, combined
with many historical and literary references, make this text an
invaluable resource. Through detailed essays that focus on
each historical period, this 5th edition provides the necessary
background information for you to effectively study, analyze,
and evaluate literary works. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
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may not be available in the ebook version.
Embodying Mexico examines two performative icons of
Mexicanness--the Dance of the Old Men and Night of the
Dead of Lake Pátzcuaro--in numerous manifestations,
including film, theater, tourist guides, advertisements, and
souvenirs. Covering a ninety-year period from the
postrevolutionary era to the present day, Hellier-Tinoco's
analysis is thoroughly grounded in Mexican politics and
history, and simultaneously incorporates choreographic,
musicological, and dramaturgical analysis. Exploring multiple
contexts in Mexico, the USA, and Europe, Embodying Mexico
expands and enriches our understanding of complex
processes of creating national icons, performance repertoires,
and tourist attractions, drawing on wide-ranging ethnographic,
archival, and participatory experience. An extensive
companion website illustrates the author's arguments through
audio and video.
Colección de ensayos escritos por destacados académicos
de América Latina, los EE.UU. y Europa en la obra de Carlos
Monsiváis, uno de los más importantes escritores e
intelectuales públicos del siglo 20 México, conocido sobre
todo por su "croónicas" urbano.
The modern metropolis has been called 'the symbol of our
times', and life in it epitomizes, for many, modernity itself. But
what to make of inherited ideas of modernity when faced with
life in Mexico City and São Paulo, two of the largest
metropolises in the world? Is their fractured reality, their brutal
social contrasts, and the ever-escalating violence faced by
their citizens just an intensification of what Engels described
in the first in-depth analysis of an industrial metropolis,
nineteenth century Manchester? Or have post-industrial and
neo-globalized economies given rise to new forms of urban
existence in the so-called developing world? Life in the
Megalopolis: Mexico City and São Paulo investigates how
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such questions are explored in cultural productions from
these two Latin American megalopolises, the focus being on
literature, film popular music, and visual arts. This book
combines close readings of works with a constant reference
to theoretical, anthropological and social studies of these two
cities, and builds on received definitions of the concept
megalopolis Life in the Megalopolis is the first book to
combine urban-studies theories (particularly Lefebvre,
Harvey, and de Certeau) with Benjaminian cultural analyses,
and theoretical discussions with close-readings of recent
cultural works in various media. It is also the first book to
compare Mexico City and São Paulo.
Apocalipstick compila una treintena de ensayos en el estilo
inconfundible de Carlos Monsiváis. Una lectura divertida y
una profunda catarsis, que tendrán que agradecer los
lectores cuyo karma hizo que les tocara vivir aquí, en la más
azotada. Partiendo de catastróficas estadísticas y hechos
aberrantes, el mejor cronista de México hace un registro
minucioso y satírico de la vida en el DF y la zona conurbada
durante los primeros años del siglo XXI y especula sobre lo
que les espera a sus habitantes. "Se informa a los habitantes
del planeta Tierra: a consecuencia del cambio climático muy
pronto se iniciará el conteo regresivo y la humanidad entrará
en su fase terminal. Sin embargo, y por fortuna, en vísperas
de la catástrofe, les ofrecemos la gran oportunidad: el lipstick
que hará que se enamoren del color como casi nunca lo
hubieran visto, un color incendiario por sus pigmentos puros
y con la sensación cremosa que deja su néctar de miel
nutritivo. ¿Qué más quieren? Y todo esto a unas horas de
que la humanidad se desvanezca. Acudan al fin de la
especie con labios flamígeros, los propios del beso de la
despedida." La crítica ha opinado: "Monsiváis escribe en
Monsiváis (estampas y viñetas ilustrativas, testimonios de
cuerpo presente, vívidos retratos, paráfrasis, crónicas
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interpretativas, parábolas (des)moralizadoras, fábulas
(anti)ejemplarizantes, percepciones originales, visiones
enriquecedoras, revisiones nostálgicas, descripciones del
"relajo" y el "desmadre"). Esta narrativa indaga en el
reordenamiento de las mentalidades y los cuerpos de los
habitantes de la ciudad de México alentado por las industrias
culturales durante el siglo viejo y el cambio de milenio"
-Alejandro de la Garza, NexosOne of MexicoÕs foremost social and political chroniclers and
its most celebrated cultural critic, Carlos Monsiv‡is has read
the pulse of his country over the past half century. The author
of five collections of literary journalism pieces called cr—nicas,
he is perhaps best known for his analytic and often satirical
descriptions of Mexico CityÕs popular culture. This
comprehensive study of Monsiv‡isÕs cr—nicas is the first
book to offer an analysis of these works and to place
Monsiv‡isÕs work within a theoretical framework that
recognizes the importance of his vision of Mexican culture.
Linda Egan examines his ideology in relation to theoretical
postures in Latin America, the United States, and Europe to
cast Monsiv‡is as both a heterodox pioneer and a
mainstream spokesman. She then explores the poetics of the
contemporary chronicle in Mexico, reviewing the genreÕs
history and its relation to other narrative forms. Finally, she
focuses on the canonical status of Monsiv‡isÕs work,
devoting a chapter to each of his five principal collections.
Egan argues that the five books that are the focus of her
study tell a story of ever-renewing suspense: we cannot know
Òthe endÓ until Monsiv‡is is through constructing his literary
project. Despite this, she observes, his work between 1970
and 1995 documents important discoveries in his search for
causes, effects, and deconstructions of historical obstacles to
MexicoÕs passage into modernity. While anthropologists and
historians continue to introduce new paradigms for the study
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of MexicoÕs cultural space, EganÕs book provides a
reflexive twist by examining the work of one of the thinkers
who first inspired such a critical movement. More than an
appraisal of Monsiv‡is, it offers a valuable discussion of
theoretical issues surrounding the study of the chronicle as it
is currently practiced in Mexico. It balances theory and
criticism to lend new insight into the ties between Mexican
society, social conscience, and literature.
Immigration has been one of the basic realities of life for
Latino communities in the United States since the nineteenth
century. It is one of the most important themes in Hispanic
literature, and it has given rise to a specific type of literature
while also defining what it means to be Hispanic in the United
States. Immigrant literature uses predominantly the language
of the homeland; it serves a population united by that
language, irrespective of national origin; and it solidifies and
furthers national identity. The literature of immigration reflects
the reasons for emigrating, records—both orally and in
writing—the trials and tribulations of immigration, and
facilitates adjustment to the new society while maintaining
links with the old society. Based on an archive assembled
over the past two decades by author Nicolás Kanellos's
Recovering the U. S. Hispanic Literary Heritage project, this
comprehensive study is one of the first to define this body of
work. Written and recorded by people from Mexico, Cuba,
Puerto Rico, the Caribbean, and Central and South America,
the texts presented here reflect the dualities that have
characterized the Hispanic immigrant experience in the
United States since the mid-nineteenth century, set always
against a longing for homeland.
This book analyzes the representation of children in 21stcentury Latin American cinema by bringing attention to the
political act of choosing children as protagonists. It provides a
platform to understand the mechanisms in contemporary
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filmmaking that challenge the displacement created by the
conventional subordinated role of children in cinema.

The Romance of Democracy gives a unique insider
perspective on contemporary Mexico by examining the
meaning of democracy in the lives of working-class
residents in Mexico City today. A highly absorbing and
vividly detailed ethnographic study of popular politics and
official subjugation, the book provides a detailed, bottomup exploration of what men and women think about
national and neighborhood democracy, what their
dreams are for a better society, and how these dreams
play out in their daily lives. Based on extensive fieldwork
in the same neighborhood he discussed in his acclaimed
book The Meanings of Macho, Matthew C. Gutmann now
explores the possibilities for political and social change in
the world's most populous city. In the process he
provides a new perspective on many issues affecting
Mexicans countrywide.
Contains roughly 850 entries on both major and minor
authors, themes, genres, and topics of Spanish literature
from the Middle Ages to the present day. Describes the
growing diversity within national borders, the increasing
interdependence among nations, and the myriad impacts
of Spanish literature across the globe.
This landmark collection of illustrated essays explores
the vastly underappreciated history of America's other
cities -- the great metropolises found south of our
borders in Central and South America. Buenos Aires, So
Paulo, Mexico City, Caracas, Havana, Santiago, Rio,
Tijuana, and Quito are just some of the subjects of this
diverse collection. How have desires to create modern
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societies shaped these cities, leading to both
architectural masterworks (by the likes of Luis Barragn,
Juan O'Gorman, Lcio Costa, Roberto Burle Marx, Carlos
Ral Villanueva, and Lina Bo Bardi) and the most
shocking favelas? How have they grappled with
concepts of national identity, their colonial history, and
the continued demands of a globalized economy?
Lavishly illustrated, Cruelty and Utopia features the work
of such leading scholars as Carlos Fuentes, Edward
Burian, Lauro Cavalcanti, Fernando Oayrzn, Roberto
Segre, and Eduardo Subirats, along with artwork ranging
from colonial paintings to stills from Chantal Akerman's
film From the Other Side. Also included is a revised
translation of Spanish King Philip II's influential planning
treatise of 1573, the "Laws of the Indies," which did so
much to define the form of the Latin American city.
Una reflexión mordaz y desgarradora sobre el crimen
como expresión de lo cotidiano y lo excepcional en la
sociedad mexicana. Desde su primera versión,
aparecida en 1994, Los mil y un velorios ha mantenido el
inigualable estilo de Carlos Monsiváis. Una crónica que
recupera la memoria roja de los mexicanos y se adentra
en los laberintos actuales de la delincuencia organizada.
En esta amplia crónica de la nota roja, Carlos Monsiváis
recupera los casos más sonados (Goyo Cárdenas, el
Pelón Sobera, los Narcosatánicos, la Mataviejitas, etc.) y
se adentra en los laberintos del narco y los crímenes de
odio, haciendo en todo momento una reflexión mordaz y
desgarradora sobre el crimen como expresión de lo
cotidiano y lo excepcional en la sociedad mexicana. La
crítica ha opinado: "En una tradición dominada por la
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seriedad, el hieratismo y la pregunta existencial dela
identidad (Paz, Rulfo, Fuentes, Elizondo...), Monsiváis
reivindicó la risa como un medio para lidiar con una
realidad adversa. Al ser antisolemne e irreverente, la
obra de Monsiváis resultó una bocanada de aire puro en
medio de la gazmoñería y la solemnidad literarias"
-Jezreel Salazar, Revista de la Universidad de MéxicoIn the months leading up to the 1968 Olympic games in
Mexico City, students took to the streets, calling for
greater democratization and decrying crackdowns on
political resistance by the ruling PRI party. During a
mass meeting held at the Plaza of the Three Cultures in
the Tlatelolco neighborhood, paramilitary forces opened
fire on the gathering. The death toll from the massacre
remains a contested number, ranging from an official
count in the dozens to estimates in the hundreds by
journalists and scholars. Rereading the legacy of this
tragedy through diverse artistic-political interventions
across the decades, Photopoetics at Tlatelolco explores
the state’s dual repression—both the massacre’s
crushing effects on the movement and the manipulation
of cultural discourse and political thought in the
aftermath. Examining artifacts ranging from documentary
photography and testimony to poetry, essays, chronicles,
cinema, literary texts, video, and performance, Samuel
Steinberg considers the broad photographic and
photopoetic nature of modern witnessing as well as the
specific elements of light (gunfire, flares, camera flashes)
that ultimately defined the massacre. Steinberg also
demonstrates the ways in which the labels of
“massacre” and “sacrifice” inform contemporary
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perceptions of the state’s blatant and violent repression
of unrest. With implications for similar processes
throughout the rest of Latin America from the 1960s to
the present day, Photopoetics at Tlatelolco provides a
powerful new model for understanding the intersection of
political history and cultural memory.
Este libro es un reflejo de la capacidad crítica, la
síntesis, la cultura universal, la curiosidad insaciable, el
rechazo al conservadurismo y la habilidad para construir
metáforas visuales de Carlos Monsiváis. Reúne, por
primera vez, 48 textos de crítica cultural, social, política y
literaria. La mayoría de ellos publicados originalmente en
el encarte La cultura en México de la revista Siempre!
Mexico's leading cultural critic, published for the first time
in English. Carlos Monsivais is one of Latin America's
sharpest social commentators, rivalling the popularity of
Carlos Fuentes and Octavio Paz in his native Mexico. In
this, the first translation in book form of his work, he
presents an extraordinary chronicle of contemporary life
south of the Rio Grande, ranging over subjects as
various as Latino hip hop, Delores del Rio, the writer
Juan Rildo, boleros, pop music, and melodrama.
Monsivais's chronicles are laconic and satirica, taking as
a constant theme the conflicts between Mexican and
North American culture and between modern and
traditional ways of life.A dazzling mixture of reportage
and biting social criticism, Mexican Postcards is certain
to establish Monsivais's rightful place in the pantheon of
Latin America's greatest writers.
Why did collectors seek out posters and collect
ephemera during the late-nineteenth and the twentieth
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centuries? How have such materials been integrated into
institutional collections today? What inspired collectors to
build significant holdings of works from cultures other
than their own? And what are the issues facing curators
and collectors of digital ephemera today? These are
among the questions tackled in this volume-the first to
examine the practices of collecting prints, posters, and
ephemera during the modern and contemporary periods.
A wide range of case studies feature collections of
printed materials from the United States, Latin America,
France, Germany, Great Britain, China, Japan, Russia,
Iran, and Cuba. Fourteen essays and one roundtable
discussion, all specially commissioned from art
historians, curators, and collectors for this volume,
explore key issues such as the roles of class, politics,
and gender, and address historical contexts, social roles,
value, and national and transnational aspects of
collecting practices. The global scope highlights crosscultural connections and contributes to a new
understanding of the place of prints, posters and
ephemera within an increasingly international art world.
Y en aquellos días Ediciones Era, aún confiada en la
especie en extinción (no los libros sino los lectores),
seguía publicando y por motivos que sólo el Gran
Controlador del Universo conoce, añadió a su catálogo
un rosario de textos del virreinato light, intitulado
pedagógicamente Nuevo Catecismo para Indios
Remisos, ya publicado antes pero susceptible de
mejoras o de empeoramientos, que de todo hay en las
viñas de la corrección. Al Nuevo Catecismo lo enriqueció
considerablemente la inclusiónde quince grabados de
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Francisco Toledo, nueve de ellos creados para la edición
original, hoy pasto de coleccionistas. Y el autor o
perpetrador, Carlos Monsiváis, lego a quien el Averno
otorgue el doctorado, al cabo de amistosos lances
inquisitoriales, confesó su designio: ofrecerle a los
virreyes y a los oidores y a los milagros ignorados
(¡Aparecidos presentación!) y a los hablantes de idiomas
sólo comprensibles a quienes los sabían previamente,
un tour por los callejones del porvenir, o como se le diga
a ese pasado que se alarga a la fuerza. Y Ediciones Era
ordenó ¡Imprímase!, y el Nuevo Catecismo para Indios
Remisos y sus quince láminas y cincuenta fábulas
volvieron a la vida bibliográfica, con sus absoluciones al
mayoreo y su dispensa de trámites hagiográficos para
aquellos que, en el caso de este o de cualquier otro
libro, cometan el horrendo pecado de acercarse sin la
intermediación de un video-tape. Y que en el siglo XXI
nos perdone a todos, lectores y televidentes por igual -Back cover.
This book is about the formation and development of
Latin America as name, idea and concept, as well as the
wider concepts of location, knowledge and the
relationship between them. Latin America is not only a
subject or an academic construct, it is also a perspective
from which subjectivities are established, knowledge is
developed and narratives are produced. This study
argues that epistemology cannot exist in abstract terms,
despite traditional academic arguments to the contrary.
Therefore the author uses 'Latin America' to anchor his
more general arguments in a particular location and calls
this approach 'geo-epistemology'. The author discusses
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how the specificity of a particular location can contribute
to the establishment of both a method of formulating
human knowledge and the boundaries of what can be
known. The text explores the relationship between
philosophy, geography and geometry, and analyses the
notions of science, empire and colonialism. In response
to the contemporary debate on 'space of thinking', the
author proposes a new concept of 'reversal thinking',
which leads to an examination of the roles of language
and writing from an epistemic point of view.
Popular Culture: Introductory Perspectives seeks to
define pop culture by exploring the ways that it fulfills our
human desire for meaning. The second edition
investigates current contexts for popular culture,
including the rise of the digital global village through new
technology and offers up-to-date examples that connect
with today's students.
El espectáculo en la sociedad del espectáculo. El morbo
en los espacios del amor romántico. Los ídolos ante la
mirada consagratoria y desacralizadora de las masas.
Un libro de revelaciones pudorosas del gran cronista
mexicano Carlos Monsiváis. Incluye la crónica que
convirtió a Juan Gabriel en un mito. La sucesión de
escenas (cuadros y carros alegóricos) donde el pondos
es la forma más ostentosa de la liviandad, y los hombres
de pro, y Columnas del Deber, resultan turiferarios de la
Santísima Trivialidad. La pequeña historia en el México
del siglo XX: el mural disperso y siempre recién
inaugurado donde participan María Félix y los chavos
banda, Dolores del Río y los chavos punk, las vedettes y
los economistas; Juan Gabriel y la pareja cerúlea en el
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dancing, Celia Montalbán que anima el hoyo fonqui y el
cachudo quedirige a María Condesa. El pudor, la
liviandad: los sentimientos extintos en la sociedad que
no acaba nunca de ser plenamente moderna. Y, ¿qué
melodía se le antoja, patrón? Fragmento de
"Instituciones: Juan Gabriel", ensayo incluido en
Escenas de pudor y liviandad: "Había una vez una
ciudad llamada Juárez en la frontera de México con
Estados Unidos. Allí vivía un adolescente solitario, ajeno
a la política y a la cultura, aficionado irredento de las
cantantes de ranchero, de Lola Beltrán y Lucha Villa y
Amalia Mendoza la Tariácuri... y ese joven, furiosamente
provinciano (cosmopolita de trasmano, nacionalista del
puro sentimiento) creaba por su cuenta una realidad
musical nomás suya, la síntesis de todas sus
predilecciones que no existía en lado alguno (...) Y al
adolescente de Juárez, que responde al nombre de
Alberto Aguilera Valadez, su inspiración le llevaba a
diario melodías que silbaba, con letras adjuntas, y él las
cantaba en un lugar llamado Noa-Noa..."
What defines the boundary between fact and fabrication,
fiction and nonfiction, literature and journalism? Latin
American Documentary Narratives unpacks the
precarious testimonial relationship between author and
subject, where the literary journalist, rather than the
subject being interviewed, can become the hero of a
narrative in its recording and retelling. Latin American
Documentary Narratives covers a variety of nonfiction
genres from the 1950s to the 2000s that address topics
such as social protests, dictatorships, natural disasters,
crime and migration in Latin America. This book
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analyzes – and includes an appendix of interviews with –
authors who have not previously been critically read
together, from the early and emblematic works of Gabriel
García Márquez and Elena Poniatowska to more recent
authors, like Leila Guerriero and Juan Villoro, who are
currently reshaping media and audiences in Latin
America. In a world overwhelmed by data production and
marked by violent acts against those considered 'others',
Liliana Chávez Díaz argues that storytelling plays an
essential role in communication among individuals,
classes and cultures.
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